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The proposed presentation adopts visual-semiotic tools to analyze the virtual
environment conjured by navigation apps. Recent work has pointed to the complicated
relationship between maps and the spaces they purportedly depict (Crampton, 2001;
Farman, 2010; Kitchin & Dodge, 2007), interpreting maps as simulacra that are
intimately intertwined in the ideology and design of gaming (Lammes, 2017; Lammes &
Wilmott, 2018). In the paper, we develop a semiotic walkthrough method that allows us
to identify four representational practices of these widely-used navigation apps: the map
is personalized, commercial, it depicts time and it is reflexive. Our analysis explores the
different ways in which these practices, which offer a radical departure from print
cartograph , ma e iali e he neolibe al eading of indi id al mo emen in pace in
terms of value creation (Mirowski, 2015).
The analysis focuses on three apps: Waze, Moovit and Gett. The apps were developed
for different types of users and thus with different conceptions of movement in space
and different revenue models. Waze is directed to car-driver users and is based on ads
presented to the drivers according to their location. Moovit focuses on users of public
transportation and derives its revenue from municipalities seeking to promote and
monitor transportation services. Lastly, Gett is a platform that connects passengers and
taxi drivers who pay subscription fees to the company. We were interested in the maps
produced by and for these different revenue models and studied them using the
Walkthrough method (Light, Burgess & Duguay, 2018) and a semiotic analysis with a
visual emphasis (Van Leeuwen, 2005).
In what follows we briefly discuss the four representational practices we identified:
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The interactive map is personalized the apps show maps that adopt the perspective of
the users and change as they move in space. In Waze, the avatar of the car driver is an
arrow that is directed not to the North but to the road ahead of the driver. The avatar is
located at the bottom-center of the map, and the road progresses as the avatar moves
forward, recalling a driving simulator. The environment is reduced into four information
signs the driver, the road, commercial advertisers, and time that both indicate and
respond o he e mo emen in pace. In Moo i , e can ee hei a a a f om a
a elli e poin of ie , a ho gh he e e boa d game pa n . While Moo i map
seems closer to analogue cartography, it too is personalized in that it shows only the
relevant section of the way and responds to rout changes. Gett presents two stages:
first, the map represents the space that spans between the user and the taxi; then it
collapses the user and the taxi in a realistic depiction of a car top to indicate their joint
location on a distant and relatively uninformative map (while the driver typically
navigates using Waze).
The map is commercial in that it is informed by the economic model of the app. In Waze
the map represents only those roadside businesses that pay to be in included. This is
particularly striking in the case of gas stations, which though seemingly inseparable
from the road and the driving experience appear only in some cases (and years after
the app has been in use); but also in the case of large strip malls, which may be
represented by the few stores that paid to have their logo appear in the map. Thus
public space is translated in the map into a shopping mall and the users are constructed
a con me . Moo i
e ha e he lea agenc a hey are transported in space.
None hele , h o gh hei mo emen , he a e gene a ing e en e o he app hi d
pa pa ne . Finall , Ge
app i elf i he i e of he ac al ( ho gh i al) mone
transaction that marks the move from the first to the second stage. To facilitate the
transaction, the map of the first stage provides constant information on the taxi as it
approaches its future customer, in contrast to the map presented in the second stage.
The map offers a visual depiction of time arguably, time rather than space is its raison
d e. All he map p e en a digi al clock. In Wa e, ime o de ina ion de e mine he
rout, and thus the map the users use; and since it is constantly changing, the rout and
the map may change on the move. Waze also presents a thermometer-like time
visualization that appears when traffic slows down, and measures progress in terms of
the minutes that go by through the end of the congestion. Moovit users have little
control over time but Gett measures o ime fo i
e
waiting for the taxi, and
being driven by it, each with its respective value. Thus whereas analogue maps
represented space and allowed their users to calculate time, digital maps intertwine
these two dimensions.
Lastly, the map is reflexive, creating space for and by its different users. Waze
inco po a e
e da a bo h o eg la e hei beha io (e.g. peed ale ) and o
seemingly subvert surveillance (e.g. police alerts). Isolated, individual users monitor the
environment while being monitored (by Moovit), engaging with the brands that appear
on (Wa e ) map, and a ing hile being a ed b (Ge
a i) d i e . The e a e on
the maps that they create and update the maps that monitor and monetize their
movement, require their never-ending input, and incessantly change along with
changing business interests.

In hi ca og aphic egime, map e adop a elf a b ine
(Ge hon, 2017) logic
in which navigation must constantly create value, as the map becomes less a tool for
regulating their behavior and more, a tool for producing it (Zuboff, 2019).
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